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Abstract: It is a great challenge to tackle the increasing threat of botnets to contemporary networks. The community developed a lot of approaches to detect botnets.
Their fundamental idea differs and may be grouped according to the location (e.g.,
host-based, network-based), data sets (e.g., full network packets, packet header information), and algorithms (e.g., signature based, anomaly based). However, if applied
to high-speed networks like nodes of an Internet service provider (ISP) currently proposed methods suffer from two drawbacks. First, the false positive rate is too high
to be used in an operational environment. Second, mitigation and reaction is not addressed.
In this paper we introduce COFFEE, our concept of a botnet detection and mitigation
framework at large-scale networks. The overall goal of COFFEE is to keep operational
costs to a minimum. The detection part of COFFEE comprises two phases: the first
one processes the whole traffic to filter candidates of a command-and-control communication using NetFlow-based detection algorithms. In order to decrease the false
positive rate, suspected network connections are inspected in more detail in the second
phase. The second phase makes use of the concept of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN), which is currently deployed in some networks. If the detection yields an alert,
SDN again is used to react (e.g., to drop suspect connections).

1

Introduction

A botnet is a network of compromised computers, which aims to launch malicious activities such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, phishing, click fraud, or sending spam e-mails. Compromised computers communicate with their control servers via
a command-and-control channel [FSR09, SSPS13]. Botnets pose a serious threat to the
security of our networks and are therefore subject to current research in the network security community. As of today researchers mainly focus on detection and develop different approaches to detect botnets, e.g., by discovering a command-and-control channel
[BBR+ 12, KS07]. However, these approaches mainly suffer from their lack of scalability,
i.e., they may not be applied to high-speed networks like the nodes of an Internet service
provider (ISP), because of two drawbacks: on the one hand, the data used may not be inspected in real time (e.g., deep packet inspection). On the other hand if scalable detection
algorithms like Disclosure ([BBR+ 12]), BotTrack ([FWSE11]) or BotFinder ([TFVK12])

are used, their false positive rate exceeds the operational limit. A second open issue is
reaction and mitigation of detected botnets at ISP nodes.
Our main contribution in this paper is to develop a concept, which solves these issues.
We call it COFFEE: a Concept based on OpenFlow to Filter and Erase Events of botnet
activity at high-speed nodes. Our approach searches for C&C communications between
bots and C&C servers with the aim to prohibit corresponding traffic. The basic paradigm
of COFFEE is to keep the operational costs of an ISP to a minimum.
Our starting point of COFFEE is to identify ISP related requirements of a detection and
mitigation framework. We derive these demands from two sources: first, the results of a
survey [SSAB13] on anomaly detection and mitigation at Internet scale, and second from
a project requirements document [pro12] of a joint project with a German ISP. In all we
design COFFEE with respect to the following four requirements: (1) The framework has to
be a well-documented open source appliance. (2) The costs in an operational environment
have to be kept to a minimum, e.g., there is no need for a permanent monitoring and
intervention by an operator. (3) The false positive rate is low, e.g., the framework should
not produce more than five false positive alerts per hour. (4) The framework must be able
to handle 10.000 NetFlow records/s without disturbing noticeable the network traffic.
COFFEE provides both detection of C&C traffic and reaction/mitigation. In order to solve
the challenge of processing the huge amount of network traffic at an ISP node, COFFEE
works in two phases of detection. The first phase makes use of a highly scalable detection
algorithm based on NetFlow data, which can be collected efficiently even at rates of several
gigabits/second. Besides this NetFlow provides further conveniences: it is considered to
be privacy-friendly and it may identify encrypted C&C traffic. Initially COFFEE is based
on features based on time, size, and client access patterns similar to the work of Disclosure
[BBR+ 12], BotTrack [FWSE11], or BotFinder [TFVK12].
COFFEE is innovative as it makes use of the concept of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) for enhancing accuracy and mitigation. SDN is used in the second detection phase
to decrease the false positive rate. Supposedly C&C traffic of phase 1 is inspected in more
detail to provide more accuracy. In contrast to NetFlow SDN has access to the entire
packet header information and the packet’s payload. If the SDN detection part yields a
suspicious connection, SDN again is used to dynamically reprogram the network device.
In case of a detected C&C channel, SDN instructs the network device to drop the packets
or to redirect them to an analysis environment.
SDN is attractive for a detection and mitigation framework as it seems to be the upcoming
network control standard. Hence COFFEE is only based on data and control devices,
which will be used in networks anyway and thus may be used without any additional
security appliance.
According to [SSAB13] data interchange is a key barrier in botnet detection at Internet
scale. However, detection systems like Disclosure [BBR+ 12] make use of an external
reputation score to decrease the false positive rate, which seems to be critical from an ISP
point of view. In contrast to that COFFEE does not rely on external reputation scores
due to its SDN based second detection phase. Thus the whole framework may be run
autonomously by one entity and no data exchange is needed, which protects user’s privacy.

Nevertheless COFFEE is open for a distributed detection and mitigation system.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of botnets, NetFlow and SDN/OpenFlow. Section 3 provides an overview of related work in this research
area. In section 4 the requirements and architecture of our concept, including the phases of
detection and mitigation are introduced. The last section concludes the paper and describes
future work.

2

Background

This section introduces fundamentals of botnet and botnet detection (section 2.1), NetFlow
(section 2.2) and SDN/OpenFlow (section 2.3), which are required for a better understanding of the following sections.

2.1

Botnet and botnet detection

A botnet is a network of compromised computers, so called bots or zombies, which are
controlled by a botmaster to launch malicious activities. Botnets are self-propagating and organized and remotely controlled via their command and control (C&C) channel [FSR09,
SSPS13]. The implementations of botnets are classified by [FSR09] according to their
C&C channel infrastructure as IRC-based, HTTP-based, DNS-based and P2P-based.
The approaches to detect botnets are divided by [FSR09] into the following categories:
on the one hand honeypots and on the other hand passive network traffic monitoring and
analysis. A honeypot is a monitored and isolated part of a network aiming to trap attackers. So attacks could be tracked and useful information about botnets could be collected
for a better understanding of them. By the approach of passive network traffic monitoring
and analysis, relevant information to detect botnets is extracted from monitored traffic and
inspected for botnet behavior. The following methods are classified by [FSR09]: (1) The
signature-based detection approach based on patterns of known botnets. Therefore unknown botnets could not be identified. (2) The anomaly-based detection method searches
for unusual behavior (e.g., high network load) in the network traffic. Thus, also unknown
botnets could be detected. (3) The method of DNS-based detection is aimed to find anomalies in DNS communication, which are sent by bots for initiating a connection to a C&C
server. (4) The mining-based approach aims to differentiate C&C traffic from benign network traffic with the help of data-mining techniques.

2.2

NetFlow

NetFlow [Cis07] is a technology originally developed by Cisco Systems to monitor network flows. A network flow is a unidirectional stream of network packets between a source

Field
srcaddr
dstaddr
dPkts
dOctets
first
last
srcport
dstport
tcp flags
prot
tos

Description
source IP address
destination IP address
number of packets in the flow
total number of layer 3 bytes in the packets of the flow
sysUptime at start of flow
sysUptime at the time the last packet of the flow was received
TCP/UDP source port number or equivalent
TCP/UDP destination port number or equivalent
cumulative OR of TCP flags
IP protocol type (for example, TCP = 6; UDP = 17)
IP type of service (ToS)

Table 1: Relevant fields of a NetFlow version 5 flow record [Cis07]

and a destination host, which is defined by seven key fields: the source and destination IP
address, the source and destination port, the layer 3 protocol type, the ToS bytes, and the
logical input interface.
NetFlow data is collected at line rate by a network device, e.g., a switch or a router, to
build the NetFlow cache. This cache contains the information regarding all active flows. If
a flow expires or after a fixed time interval, the NetFlow cache is sent via UDP datagrams
to a NetFlow collector, which further process the data (see figure 2). The exported UDP
datagrams include a header and several NetFlow records. In the context of our work the
NetFlow version 5 flow record fields depicted in table 1 are relevant.
Thus, NetFlow reduces the amount of data to process compared with deep packet inspection (DPI), because it does not contain any payload information. However, the information
provided by NetFlow is limited, so detecting botnets probably is a challenge. COFFEE
uses a mining-based approach (see section 2.1) to find C&C communication within the
NetFlow data.

2.3

SDN and OpenFlow

SDN [Ope12] is a concept developed by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF)1 , which
decouples the data plane from the control plane of a network device. The control plane’s
intelligence is outsourced to an external controller, which provides a more centralized
view of the network and is responsible for high-level routing decisions. The data plane
is remaining on the network device and still responsible for forwarding network packets.
Further SDN provides the ability for a dynamically network programming.
OpenFlow [MAB+ 08, Ope11] is a protocol to implement the concept of SDN. OpenFlow
enabled switches are connected by a secure channel to its controller. Packet forwarding
decisions of OpenFlow switches are based on flow tables, which contain flow table entries
1 https://www.opennetworking.org/,
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(see figure 1). The header fields of incoming packets are matched by the switch against
the match fields (see table 2) of the existing flow table entries.
The counter fields maintain counters according to e.g., a table, a flow, or a port. A list of
all counters is available at page 11 in [Ope11]. So for example received packets or the
duration since a flow is installed could be maintained. The controller could request the
counters by initiating a read-state message.
Instructions are operations, which are executed to a network packet in the case of packet
matching. The instructions could affect the packet itself, the packet’s action set, or the
packet’s pipeline processing (i.e., the path of a packet through the different flow tables).
The OpenFlow switch specification version 1.1.0 [Ope11] defines the following five types
of instructions (see figure 1): The Apply-Actions are actions, which are immediately applied to the packet, for example modifying a packet’s header field even if a further flow
table follows in the pipeline processing. Clear-Actions clear a packet’s action set immediately. The Write-Actions add or overwrite an action within a packet’s action set.
Write-Metadata fills the metadata fields with information. This fields could be filled with
additional values to the header fields, against flows could be match e.g., an output port.
Finally, the Goto-Table instruction forwards the packet to the flow table with the given ID.
If there is no Goto-Action, the pipeline processing ends with the execution of operations
hold in the action set. All defined instructions are described in detail at page 11 in [Ope11].
match fields

counters

instructions
· Apply-Actions
· Clear-Actions
· Write-Actions
· Write-Metadata
· Goto-Table

· received packets per flow
· received bytes per flow
· durations (seconds) per flow
· received packets per port
· ...
In
port

Ethernet
IP
TCP
VLAN
ID
SA DA Type SA DA Protocol Src port Dst port
Figure 1: Components of a flow table entry based on [Ope11]

In the case that an incoming packet at the switch does not match against a flow table entry,
the packet is sent by the switch to the controller, which decides the further processing. So
the controller could install a flow table entry or apply actions to these network packets.

Field
in port
dl vlan
dl vlan pcp
dl src
dl dst
dl type

Description
ingress port
IEEE 802.1q virtual LAN tag
IEEE 802.1q VLAN priority
Ethernet source address
Ethernet destination address
Ethernet protocol type

Field
nw src
nw dst
nw proto
nw tos
tp src
tp dst

Description
IPv4 source address
IPv4 destination address
IP protocol type
IP ToS/DSCP field
UDP/TCP source port
UDP/TCP destination port

Table 2: Fields to match packets against flow table entries

3

Related work

The botnet detection part of our concept COFFEE is a mining-based approach as discussed
in section 2.1. It makes use of both NetFlow and OpenFlow datagrams to detect a botnet
C&C channel. In this section we present related work to our approach.
NetFlow-based botnet detection methods are commonly known and discussed e.g., in
[AB12, BBR+ 12, FWSE11, TFVK12].
[AB12] show their vision of a botnet detection framework based on NetFlow data. A key
point in [AB12] is the absence of a labeled reference data set for training and testing detection algorithms. For generating such a data set, they implemented a honeypot environment
hosted within the network of an ISP for collecting NetFlow data.
[BBR+ 12] present Disclosure as a large-scale, wide-area botnet detection system, which
aims at detecting botnet C&C servers. Disclosure extracts three categories of features from
collected NetFlow data: flow sizes, client access patterns, and temporal behavior. To reduce the false positive rate, they correlate the results of their framework with the results of
external reputation systems.
In [FWSE11] BotTrack is introduced, which is an approach for detecting P2P-based botnets using NetFlow data for building a host dependency model. Linkage analysis on base
of the PageRank [PBMW98] algorithm is combined with clustering. Hosts with a similar
behavior can be identified, hence if one host from a class is identified by additional information as a bot, the other ones in this class are bots, too.
The paper [TFVK12] describes the system BotFinder. For training the models BotFinder
extracts statistical features (e.g., average time, average duration, average number of bytes)
from the network traffic of known malware samples. These models are then applied to investigate the network traffic and to detect malware infections.
The focus of COFFEE is on the use of SDN in botnet detection. In contrast to NetFlow,
there is only few related work. None of the following papers address the problem of detection C&C channels. [BMP10] introduce an approach to detect DDoS attacks using the
protocol OpenFlow [MAB+ 08] and the OpenFlow controller NOX2 . They request flow
information from flow tables of OpenFlow switches in a periodically interval by the NOX
controller and extract a 6-tuple of features from this information (average packets per
flow, average bytes per flow, average duration per flow, percentage of pair-flows, growth
2 http://www.noxrepo.org/,
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of single-flows, growth of different ports). The features are sent to a Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) classifier, which distinguishes the traffic in normal and attack traffic. They denote
this approach as lightweight compared to approaches, which extract these features from
raw packet data. However, [BMP10] do not compare their approach to NetFlow based
ones. In our opinion and experience NetFlow is more lightweight than using OpenFlow,
because the communication via the OpenFlow channel to collect information consists of
a request and an associated response. NetFlow data, on the other hand, is gathered by the
collector and sent in defined intervals to a NetFlow monitor. Additionally all features of
[BMP10] are available in NetFlow, too.
[MKK11] introduce a concept of using SDN for anomaly detection. They implement four
existing algorithms: (1) TRW-CB [SJB04] to detect scanning worms, (2) Rate-Limiting
[TW03, Wil02] to detect infected host by their network behavior, (3) Maximum Entropy
Estimation [GMT05] to detect network anomalies comparing current traffic against a baseline distribution, and (4) NETAD [Mah03], a method to classify network traffic as suspicious in the context of SDN. Their hypothesis is the use of programmable home network
routers in small office/home office (SOHO) networks as ideal location for detecting network security problems. [MKK11] discuss the problems of a low detection rate and the
poor scalability of their algorithms at line rate, however, we encounter this drawback by
using our two phase detection approach.
To sum up the approaches of [BMP10] and [MKK11] utilize the concept of SDN to detect
network anomalies. However, SDN is only applied to SOHO or to a dedicated attack.
Our effort is to implement a botnet detection and mitigation framework in the context of
an ISP. As OpenFlow data is more fine grained, but more inefficient to gather compared
to NetFlow, we use first a NetFlow based detection to filter suspicious candidates. In
the second phase an OpenFlow based detection is used to decrease the false positive rate.
Furthermore our approach addresses additionally the aspect of an automated mitigation by
OpenFlow.

4

System overview

This section presents COFFEE, our framework to detect and prohibit C&C traffic. COFFEE targets at being deployed at ISP nodes and thus addresses their requirements. We
first derive the needs of an ISP detection and mitigation and present the architecture of our
framework in section 4.1. Then section 4.2 presents our data collection methodology. Next
we describe our two phase detection approach in section 4.3. Finally section 4.4 presents
our OpenFlow based reaction strategy.
We point to the fact that we are currently working on the implementation of COFFEE and
that we will test it in the near future at a cooperating ISP. Although OpenFlow is currently
not as common as NetFlow in the ISP context, we consider it as the future control plane to
operate network devices (e.g., [Goo12]).

4.1

Requirements and architecture

COFFEE aims at being used in ISP environments. When designing its architecture we
therefore consider the requirements of an ISP, which we derive from results of a survey
[SSAB13] and requirements of a joint project with a German ISP [pro12]. Our result
is the following list of requirements for a botnet detection and mitigation framework at
large-scale networks:
1. The framework has to be a well-documented open source appliance. So it is expandable and adaptable to special needs and does not cause costs for licenses.
2. Operational costs have to be kept to a minimum. This mainly considers the requirement of automation, i.e., there is no need for a permanent monitoring and intervention by an operator.
3. The framework should not produce more than five false positive alerts per hour. We
assume that a low false positive rate is much more important than a high detection
rate in the ISP context, justified by minimizing operational costs.
4. The framework must be able to handle 10.000 NetFlow records/s without disturbing
noticeable the network traffic.
The overall architecture of our botnet detection and reaction framework COFFEE consists of three phases, which will be described in detail in the subsequent sections: data
collection, detection and reaction (see figure 2).
OpenFlow reaction

NetFlow
NetFlow
monitor
monitor
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Figure 2: Architecture of COFFEE

4.2

Data collection

As described in section 4.3 COFFEE works in two phases of detection based on two different data sets. Phase 1 uses NetFlow data, which is collected at line rate from switches

within an ISP network. After a fixed time interval, the collected information is sent as
UDP datagram to a NetFlow monitor, which makes this NetFlow data available for the
first detection phase (see figure 2).
Detection phase 2 uses data collected by utilizing OpenFlow. There are two possibilities
to gather such data over the OpenFlow secure channel (the red dashed lines in figure 2).
On the one hand, counters of different flows can be requested by the controller from the
switches. Currently, COFFEE does not make use of these counters to identify C&C traffic.
On the other hand, entire network packets belonging to a suspicious flow of detection phase
1 are sent to the controller to extract the relevant features.
COFFEE attempts to make use of privacy-preserving features. During detection phase 1
NetFlow data is gathered. NetFlow data contains only packet header related information
and no payload, which protects the user’s privacy. In phase 2 we extract only features of
suspicious packets and not of all packets, which is the first step to protect privacy during
phase 2. The second level to protect privacy is to use packet header information per packet.
The features which have to be extracted from the packet’s payload, are only inspected for
known patterns or behavior. Furthermore no payload information is stored anywhere, but
rather processed immediately.

4.3

Detection

The detection process splits into two phases to identify C&C traffic. Each phase of detection is based on its own data set and features. The concept of the detection process is
shown in figure 3.

client access
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NetFlow
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further inspection
e.g.IDS
false positive

...
phase 2 - OpenFlow

detection

Figure 3: Concept of the detection phases

In phase 1 we use NetFlow data to process the huge amount of data at an ISP node. The
NetFlow collector provides the data gathered at the network devices. Similar to the works
of [BBR+ 12, FWSE11, TFVK12], COFFEE extracts features based on time, size, and
client access patterns. The extracted features are sent to the classifier, which makes use of
a weighted classification fusion to distinguish between benign or suspicious network traffic
based on machine learning techniques (again similar to Disclosure, BotTrack, BotFinder).

Only a suspicious flow is handed to the second detection phase, supposedly benign traffic
is not inspected further. This significantly will reduce the amount of data for the second
phase.
An identifier of the suspicious flows are forwarded from detection phase 1 to the OpenFlow controller responsible for detection phase 2. The identifier includes the source
and destination IP, the source and destination ports, and finally the layer 3 protocol
type. The controller writes a table entry for each suspicious flow containing the action
packet out=CONTROLLER. Thus, all switches send the whole network packets regarding
this flow to the OpenFlow controller. By the default implementation and if the switch has
the ability to buffer packets, not the whole packet but only the first 128 byte are sent from
the switch to the controller. However, the action packet out=CONTROLLER forwards the
whole packet.
During the OpenFlow controller inspects the suspicious flows, all packets according to
the flows are still forwarded to their dedicated destination. Thus, usability is ensured
because packet forwarding is not affected until the final decision about the suspicious flow
of detection phase 2 is known.
The availability of the whole network packet offers two options to inspect: the inspection could be based on a DPI regarding the packet’s payload or based on packet header
information regarding different layers.
A DPI endangers user’s privacy. Additionally it may not be successful due to encrypted
payload. We therefore handle it with great care and currently plan to use it only for inspection of DNS queries similar to the work of [VSB08]. Similar to this approach is also
the work of [GH07]. They search for unique features, which occur in a bot to commander
communication after a host is infected, e.g., unusual or suspicious nicknames.
Inspecting the header fields looks very similar to the NetFlow based approach in detection
phase 1. But there is a main difference: By the use of OpenFlow no sampled and aggregated view is performed, but rather every packet is inspected in the order the packet occurs
at the controller.
We extract three different features during the second detection phase of COFFEE to detect
C&C communication within the suspicious flows:
1. COFFEE correlates the single packet sizes of flows between a suspicious server and
several hosts. A C&C server distributes his commands to several bots. The packets
containing the same commands should be of a similar size. So if a suspicious server
sends packets to several hosts, the single packet sizes of these communications are
correlated to find similar sized ones, which indicate a C&C communication.
2. Furthermore COFFEE inspects packets containing a DNS request for known C&C
servers. Therefore if a packet of a flow is identified as DNS request, the queries are
extracted and further processed, e.g., scanned for unusual server URLs (i.e., URLs
not accessible by humans).
3. The single packet size of a SYN packet according to a suspicious flow is a further
feature. The size of such packets varies according to the host’s operating system,

which generates the packet, e.g. 48 bytes for Windows 2000 or 60 bytes for Linux
2.43 . If a SYN packet belongs to a Linux or Mac OS operating system, the probability that the source host is a bot is very low.
Detection phase 2 outputs a match score, which we denote as MS. Each OpenFlow classifier is considered with respect to its weight: the packet size classifier is weighted with w1 ,
the DNS query classifier with w2 , the SYN classifier with w3 . The
PnOpenFlow detection
may be extended by further classifiers, we simply have to ensure i=1 wi = 1. The final
decision of COFFEE depends as usual on a threshold T. We distinguish the following three
cases (see also figure 2):
1. If M S ≥ T the flow is identified as C&C traffic. An alert is triggered, and an
automated mitigation is initiated as described in section 4.4.
2. If the match score is marginally below the threshold, i.e., M S < T and M S ≈
T , then again an alert is released, however, the flow needs further inspection, e.g.,
through an Intrusion Detection System or through a manual inspection by the ISP
operator.
3. If the match score is significantly below the threshold, i.e., M S  T , then the flow
is identified as benign and thus a false positive with respect to detection phase 1.
The controller overwrites the corresponding flow table entry so that further flows
are not forwarded to the controller again, but rather process as normal traffic. Also
an information about the false positive identified traffic regarding the flow is given
to the detection engine of detection phase 1.

4.4

Reaction

Traditional instances to mitigate network-based attacks are firewalls, which allow or deny
network packets based on pre-defined rules. However, firewalls are not able to learn new
rules by themselves or change their rules to mitigate an attack. This distinguishes our
framework from a traditional firewall, because COFFEE does not use pre-defined rules to
mitigate C&C communication, but rather changes packet forwarding rules automatically
with the help of OpenFlow if a C&C communication is detected. So our system acts more
like an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), which also dynamically reacts to a detected
attack. We point to the convenience of COFFEE that it does not make use of any additional
appliance besides the upcoming network control devices (with the possible exception of a
final inspection by an additional IDS).
If potential C&C traffic is detected during the NetFlow based detection phase, only an
information is given, which could be recognized by an operator on demand. But still no
reaction or mitigation processes are initiated.
By detecting a C&C channel during detection phase 2 there are two levels of escalation
depending on the relation of the match score to the threshold: (1) The default level is
3 http://www.ouah.org/incosfingerp.htm,
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Table 3: Flow table entries to drop packets

...
...

IP
src
2.3.4.5

IP
dst
5.4.3.2

IP
proto
6

TCP
sport
80

TCP
dport
90

action
modify: IP dst=1.1.1.1, dport=99

Table 4: Snippet of a flow table entry to redirect packets

an automated mitigation by changing the forwarding rules of OpenFlow. (2) The second
level is to change the OpenFlow forwarding rules after an additional inspection, e.g., by a
human operator. However, this should only propose an additional possibility to an operator
by demand, because COFFEE still aims to reduce operational costs.
A mitigation by COFFEE results in one of the two approaches using OpenFlow instructions: malicious network packets belonging to a C&C communication can be dropped or
redirected to an analysis environment.
The first reaction strategy is to drop all packets, which belong to a C&C communication.
In this case the controller adds two flow table entries (see table 3). The first entry describes
the direction C&C server to bot, the second one the opposite direction from bot to C&C
server. The entry contains the match fields and an action as explained in section 2.3. We
fill the match fields with the IP protocol, the source and destination IP as well as the source
and destination port. All other fields are wildcarded by a * (i.e., they are ignored by packet
matching). As action the instruction drop is set, to drop all packets regarding this flow.
To reduce the number of flow table entries, there is also the possibility to set only a flow
table entry containing the source IP as well as the source port of a detected C&C server.
So all packets caused by a detected C&C server and addressed to the associated bots are
dropped.
The second case is to redirect packets of the C&C channel to an analysis environment, for
example a honeypot to gather more information about the packets regarding this communication or to an inspection instance. In this case a table entry is added containing an action
to change the destination IP address and the port to the address and port of the honeypot,
respectively (see figure 4).

5

Conclusion and future work

This paper introduces COFFEE, our concept of a botnet detection and mitigation framework, which uses a two phase model to detect C&C communication. We achieve to reach
an operational manageable false positive rate by the two phases of detection, because we
assume that a low false positive rate is more important than a high detection rate to detect
C&C communication at high-speed nodes. In the first phase of detection, we use NetFlow
for a first efficient filtering regarding the huge amount of traffic. In the second phase we
use OpenFlow for a more detailed inspection of the filtered and as suspicious labeled traffic to eliminate false positives by using as features e.g., the single packet size of suspicious
network packets.
We propose the use of OpenFlow, because it is an emergent technology, which will applied
in contemporary networks increasingly. OpenFlow provides beside our approach a lot of
possibilities to manage networks, such as e.g., QoS settings. Hence, there is only the need
for one approach to program and manage a network in different ways, which saves costs
and operational time. Our detection method is not acting in real-time, because network
traffic is not delayed until the inspection is completed to ensure usability.
Still a remaining problem is the unavailability of a disposable labeled reference data set for
training the models. Such a data set is required, because if every system uses its own data
sets, the accuracy and false positive/negative rates of different botnet detection algorithms
and systems cannot be compared. Gathering such data sets in a real ISP environment is
also a problem because of the user’s privacy and due to that OpenFlow is not as common
as NetFlow.
The next steps are a set up of COFFEE in an ISP environment and to evaluate its runtime
and detection performance.
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